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AT

36. in my opinion
1. at all

37. in need

2. at all costs

38. in progress

3. at first

39. in return

4. at home

40. in good shape

5. at last

41. in such a hurry

6. at least

42. in the background

7. at the moment

43. in the corner

8. at midnight

44. in the east

9. at noon

45. in the future

10. at the age of

46. in the meantime

11. at work

47. in the middle

BY

SAMPLE
48. in the picture

12. by accident

49. in the suburbs

13. by chance

50. in time

14. by credit card

51. in total

15. by heart

52. in touch

16. by mistake

ON

17. by the way

53. on average

FOR

54. on board

18. for ages

55. on behalf of

19. for a while

56. on duty

20. for breakfast

57. on foot

21. for free

58. on holiday

22. for instance

59. on one’s own

23. for sale

60. on one’s way

FROM

IN

61. on purpose

24. from now on

62. on the internet

25. from time to time

63. on the outskirts
64. on the phone

26. in a good mood

65. on the right/left

27. in a moment
28. in cash
29. in comparison

66. on time
OUT
67. out of order

30. in danger
31. in difficulty
32. in e.g. 15 minutes
33. in fact
34. in favour of
35. in general
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68. out of reach
TO
69. to my mind
UNDER
70. under arrest
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Ćwiczenia
1. Połącz aby utworzyć zdania / pytania zwracając szczególną uwagę na wyrażenia
przyimkowe.
1. Let's keep in

A. behalf of all the students.

2. This house is for

B. breakfast.

3. I wish you all the best on

C. credit card.

4. He will deal with everything on

D. his own.

5. I can't see anything in

E. noon.

6. The washing machine is out

F. of order.

7. I didn't have any cash so I paid by

G. sale.

8. I had some granola and fruit for

H. the background.

9. They met in the restaurant at

I. the meantime.

10. Let's prepare some sandwiches in

J. touch.
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2. Połącz aby utworzyć zdania / pytania zwracając szczególną uwagę na wyrażenia
przyimkowe.
1. I don't live in the city centre but on

A. all costs.

2. You're here, at

B. a while. But I will come back.

3. I took the wrong suitcase by

C. last!

4. I can't contact him, he's out

D. mistake.

5. The man was i n

E. need.

6. That man was under

F. such a hurry, I could not stop him.

7. I would like to be

G. of reach.

8. I won’t be here for

H. the outskirts.

9. There are a lot of children in

I. arrest.

10. I will try to avoid this at

J. in good shape by the summer.
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